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Europe�n Submarine Requirements,
Resources and Programmes
Bob Nugent

Europe can be rightly considered a 'home' for submarine forces. The history of submarine design, construction
and operations is deeply rooted in the European naval experience of the 20th century.

W

hile the region's investments in sub

.

marine forces have waned since the

end of the Cold War, this article highlights
that the submarine will continue to remain

a key component of many navies in Europe.
Drawing on AMI's market research and
proprietary data on naval forces, the article
examines the global context of European
submarine programmes, the resource com
mitments and trends in regional submarine
forces, and provides detail on the several
submarine programmes now ongoing in
Europe.

Submarine Forces: Global
Context:
Looking at the size of today's global sub
marine fleet, the first impression is that a
tremendous amount of capability and re
sources are concentrated in a relatively few
platforms. How few? Looking at the table
below, the world's current operational sub
marines make up just under 4% of all ships
and craft in service. With almost
the world's nearly

500

100

of

active submarines

in service in European navies, the region is
marked by the same pattern-submarines
amount to about 3.5% of all ships and craft
in service in NATO navies in Europe.
While the numbers of small craft counted
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submarine percentage artificially small, a
similar comparison of tonnage of ships in
active service supports a similar conclusion:

..
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�
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submarines make up only a small portion of €.
naval orders of battle in Europe and around
the world.
Yet, despite their small numbers, sub
marines continue to represent the most
expensive platform navies buy on a 'ton
tor-ton' basis. A look at the forecasted
numbers and acquisition costs of new

v

submarines over the next two decades
demonstrates this fact. AMI's forecast of
new submarine acquisitions indicates that

t)

34% of all spending on new construction
naval platforms (US$343Bn of a forecasted
US$1Tr in new naval ships) will go toward
submarines. In Europe, this number is al
most US$60Bn in new submarine buys over
the next two decades.

The SBO submarine as i.t was commissioned by Spain

This US$343Bn is going to be spent on only
10% of all new naval ship types to be ac-

Forecasted New Builds

quired by 2040. Regional totals range from
30% (Russia) to 0% (Sub-Saharan Africa).

m
E
Estimated
Ships
hi
to be
i
Procured by Navy or Coast

Here Europe- and especially NATO mem

Guard service by

ber countries- show the same pattern. An
average of 10% of all new European naval
platforms that will be purchased in the re
gion by 2040 will be submarines.
The numbers of subs likely to leave service
over the next two decades due to age is
estimated to be about one-third to one half
of current inventories around the world between 150 and 250 hulls. Over the same
period, 300 or more new submarines are
forecasted to enter into service.
This makes the submarine segment one
of the few in today's naval market that is

New Sub
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growing-new hulls will replace retiring
hulls at greater than one for one. That pat
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Country

tern is also observed in Europe, where the
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region's 89 submarines now in service is ex

Acquisition Cost

pected to come down by a third-perhaps

(US$ Millions)

(2020-2040)

to 60 by 2040. At the same time, a maxi
mum of 68 new submarines are expected
to enter into service, bringing the region's
submarine forces up to as much as 120-130

Germany

hulls by 2040.

Italy

Submarine Requirements
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A type 212 submarine in docks at thyssenkrupp Marine Systems in Kiel, Germany

powered submarines that are being pro

THYSTE class, which were commissioned

operations forces, and protection of the

cured elsewhere in Europe.

from 1983 to 1993. In October 1998,

country's SSBN force. The ASTUTE class
of SSNs is nearing the end of production,

The other leading submarine forces in

the then French Defence Minister Alain

Europe- Germany, Sweden, Italy- have

Richard announced that France would

while the programme for a new SSBN to

all structured their submarine forces for

spend US$3.658 for six SSNs as part of

replace the VANGUARD class is still in its

regional or local requirements. Here, the

Project BARRACUDA. In November 2002,

early stages.

2000 tonne conventionally powered and

Naval Group (then DCNS) was awarded

The ASTUTE Class SSN: The seventh and

torpedo and missile armed submarine

a US$143M contract for the definition

last hull in the class, the HMS AJAX (S125)
is forecast to begin operational service in

represents the main type in service, as

phase of the programme. In Decem

well as the design most typical of the

ber 2006, Naval Group was awarded a

2024. HMS ASTUTE, the lead hull in the

next generation to be procured. The pro

US$1.3B contract to build the first unit

class, entered service in 2010. A new SSN
programme will not follow the ASTUTE

portion of new spending on submarines

of the class. Construction began at its

to all new naval ship buys ranges widely

Cherbourg Shipyard in December 2007,

class until around 2050.

from over 80% in Norway and over 50%

with the first unit (Suffren) expected to

The

in Sweden, to a low of under 13% in Italy

commission into the FN in December

placement of the VANGUARD class has

and less than 10% in Germany.

Submarine Programmes

'
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DREADNOUGHT SSBN:

The

re

2017, later delayed to 2020. Hull Five was

a subject of considerable debate within

funded in 2016 but not ordered until May

the UK, and the Ministry of Defence in

2018, and Hull Six is expected to be or

particular, for more than a decade. A

dered in 2020. With the first unit now

key issue was the number of hulls to be

France

expected to enter service in 2020, and

built: four to maintain a continuous-at

The French Navy operates a nuclear-pow

units two through six will enter service

sea deterrence, (CASD), or three capable

ered submarine force of multi-mission

between 2021-2029.

of 'near continous' strategic presence.

types and a strategic deterrence force.

SSBN Replacement (3G SSBN): France op

In 2016, the UK Parliament voted over

While French industry retains a robust ca

erates a force of nuclear-powered ballistic

whelmingly in favour of a four-hull class.

pability to design and build conventional

missile submarines (SSBN) to maintain a

Main Gate Approval for the programme

ly-powered submarines for export, it has

credible and independent nuclear deter

followed in that same year, as did the

not adapted these types of submarines

rent force. France's current LE TRIOM

beginning of construction. The first unit,

for domestic service

PHANT class of four hulls were commis

MS DREADNOUGHT, is expected to enter

The BARRACUDA Class Nuclear-Powered

sioned in 1989, 1993, 1997 and 2002.

service in 2028.

Attack Submarine (SSN): The French Navy

The 3G SSBN is forecasted to begin con

(FN) has a requirement for a new class of

struction in 2023 and will be delivered

Germany

modern nuclear-powered attack subma

in the mid-2030s. All four new SSBN's

The German Navy (GN) has a requirement

rines (SSNs) capable of performing open

are expected to be in service by the late

for a modern hybrid (AlP/diesel-electric)

ocean sea denial operations (anti-surface

2030s.

submarine with high submerged endur

United Kingdom

uW, surveillance, and intelligence collec

ance qualities to conduct aASW and AS

warfare (ASuW) and anti-submarine war
fare (ASW), aircraft carrier and ballistic
missile submarine (SSBN) escort/protec

Like France, the UK

Royal Navy oper

tion operations. The country's Type 212

tion operations, intelligence collection

ates only nuclear-powered submarines to

submarine is fulfilling these requirements,

and surveillance operations, and possibly

meet a range of national requirements,

with original planning for the programme

power projection strikes with land attack

from open ocean sea-denial to intelli

dating back to 1987. The GN had planned

cruise missiles.

gence collection and surveillance, power

to acquire ten Type 212 class units to re

The FN began planning for a follow-on

projection

TOMAHAWK

place its existing force of 12 Type 206

submarine to replace the RUBIS AME-

Land Attack Missiles, support for special

submarines, which were commissioned

strikes

with
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The A26, since named the BLEKINGE
class, is expected to number five hulls
in total to fully replace the Gotland class
by the mid 2030's. The first unit (BLE
KINGE) is forecasted to enter into ser
vice by 2024, and the second (SKANE)
in 2025. The three additional units, to
replace the three GOTLAND class, would
need to be funded 2028 (as indicated in
the Defence Bill 2021 - 2025), with de
liveries anticipated the mid-2030s. Due
to the gap in procurement between the
first two hulls and the final-three, the
RSwN is expected to go with a modified
variant for hulls three to five, which in
cludes technological and possibly design
upgrade.
The Netherlands
The Royal Netherlands Navy (RNIN) has
a requirement for a modern force of
submarines to protect its sea lines of
communications (SLOCs) and maritime
As a result of its modular design and build, Saab's A26 can change its

sovereignty. The April 2011 Dutch Gov

form to accommodate new technical advances or particular defence

ernment's Defence Review affirmed the
continuing requirement for the four Wal

capabilities.

rus class submarines in service, with mod
in the mid-1970s. However, the changing

placed by new construction hulls.

European security environment has led

In June 2016, Norway short-listed for

beyond 2025. Further official documents

to cuts in the German defence budget,

the new submarine programme to

stated that the WALRUS class would be

which lowered the planned procurement

the Naval Group SCORPENE and the

replaced by a new construction class of

to six hulls. All six of those units were

TKMS 212/ 214. In 2017, Germany's

submarines beginning in the mid 2020's.

ernisation to extend their service lives

commissioned from 2004 to 2012.

TKMS was selected as the country's

The Government and Navy are currently

In May 2017, procurement of an addition

strategic partner for new submarine

evaluating possible suppliers of this new

al two Type 212s was announced as part

programme,

submarine, including:

of increased defence spending resulting

(Common Design) as the preferred de

from a changing strategic situation in Eu

sign. In February 2017, Kongsberg en

rope. The two new hulls are expected to

tered into a teaming arrangement with

be ordered within the next year as part of

TKMS and Atlas Elektronik to develop

with the Type 212CD

a package deal with the Royal Norwegian

the combat system for the programme.

Navy (RNoN - see below). All six units will

Moreover, some 100 Norwegian com

be built at ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems

panies are identified as participating

(TKMS) - Howaldtswerke Deutsche Werft

in development and deliveries of sub

•

Damen/Saab with the Swedish A26
design.

•

Naval

Group/Royal

IHC

with

the

Shortfin Barracuda design;
•

ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems with
the Type 212CD design (selected for
Norway and German programs).

•

Navantia with its S80 Plus submarine

AG (HDW) in Kiel. The first unit will be

systems. In October 2018, TKMS sub

gin construction in 2022 and be commis

mitted a 'binding' proposal for joint

sioned around 2029.

procurement of Type 212 CD for both

pected in 2020-21. A 2022 construction

the German and Norwegian Navies. A

contract would allow for the first hoiI· to

design;
A downselect to a single supplier is ex

Norway

contract is expected to be awarded in

commission in 2027, and all four to oe in

The RNoN has a requirement for a mod

2020, which would allow the first hull

service by 2030. The four WALRUS class

ern submarine force able to conduct a

to be delivered before the end of 2026.

variety of missions in the littoral waters

are expected to remain in service until
they are replaced.

of the Norwegian fjords and in the open

Sweden

ocean waters of the Norwegian Sea. Its

The Royal Swedish Navy (RSwN) has a re

force would play a key role in opposing

quirement for a modern submarine force

A new class of submarines remains the

violations of Norway's sovereignty or

for regional missions in the Baltic Sea,

highest stated priority of the Polish Navy

invasion of Norwegian territory.

including ASuW and ASW, surveillance

(PN) in order to protect Poland's SLOCs,

Conceptual studies for a replacement

and intelligence collection, special op

and strategic waters of the Baltic Sea. De

for Norway's force of six U L A class

erations support and mine-laying. The

pending on armament, the new subma

Poland

submarines began in 2007. The U L A

RSwN considers its submarine force to

rine could also serve as a strategic deter

class is currently receiving incremental

be its first line of defence, monitoring

rent to Poland's most likely threats.

upgrades (sonar, communications, EW

hostile activities and striking at distances

The status of the submarine procurement,

modifications) in order to operate un

far forward of Sweden's coastal waters.

however, continues to be unclear, as Poland

til 2020, although they could remain

The RSwN submarine force is viewed as

has yet to select a preferred design, and

in service several more years until re-

a deterrent to potential aggressors.

schedule delays continue to push the pro-
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gramme 'to the right'. Information from

two are expected to be finalized by 2020.

third in 2025 and the fourth in 2027. With

October 2019 indicates the PN is consider

The four new Batch Ill hulls are expected to

the expected cancellation of the second

ing the lease of two submarines, to main

enter service between 2026 and 2030. All

batch of four S 80s and extended delays in

tain operational and logistics capability

are being built by Italy's Fincantieri.

the first batch, the three GALERNA (AGO

Spain

were commissioned in the mid-1980s) are

STA) class submarines now in service (that

until the new construction programme is
approved. Based on the latest picture, AMI
forecasts that new submarine construction

Spain requires diesel-electric submarines

expected to be modernised to remain in

for Poland will not begin until at least 2030,

to conduct ASW and ASuW operations

service.

with two hulls in service by 2036.

in its maritime approaches (the East
ern Atlantic, the Strait of Gibraltar, and

Romania

Ital y

the Western Mediterranean). In 1988,

The Romanian Navy (RN) has stated a

Type U212A: The Italian Navy. (IN) has a re

Navantia of Spain and Naval Group of

requirement for a submarine force of

quirement for a modern hybrid (AlP/diesel

France formed a consortium and began

three hulls in its 2018 White Paper. The

electric) submarine with high submerged

the design work to replace four French

submarine force would protect the coun

endurance for distant and deep-water

Agosta design submarines then in Span

try's territorial waters as well as operated

ASW, and ASuW, Special Forces support,

ish naval service. A modified version of

with NATO as needed. The RN's single

and int�lligence collection operations. In

the French Naval Group SCORPENE sub

Russian-built KILO class submarine is no

September 1995, Italy decided to acquire

marine designed for export was the ap

longer in service, so the Navy currently

the German-designed Type 212A class sub

proved and designated S80A. Construc

lacks such a capability. Should funding

marine in lieu of an indigenously developed

tion on the first of four S80A hulls began

emerge (which is questionable), a con

design.

at Navantia's shipyard in Cartagena in

struction contract awarded by 2030

Italy's submarine procurement is taking

March 2005, with Unit Two starting in

would see three submarines in service by

place in stages (batches). Batch I (2 hulls)

2008 and Unit Three in 2009.

2037. However, similar to the situation

was completed in February 2008. Batch II

However, budget shortfalls and technical

in Poland, amidst budget shortfalls and

(two hulls) was ordered in 2008 and fin

issues related to the design (stability and

expected programme delays, Romania

ished delivery by 2017. In June 2017, four

weight) arose in the 2012-2013 period, re

could seek to lease of existing subma

additional submarines were announced to

sulting in a delay to the programme. Under

rines from another country to maintain

be Batch Ill. The first two units of Batch Ill

the latest schedule, Unit One will join the

basic submarine operational and logistics

were financed in 2018, and the remaining

fleet in 2022, the second in in 2024, the

capabilities.
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